
in the catering industry

SelfCookingCenter®
®
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Catering industry

Cooking in its most  
modern form: combining  
pleasure and efficiency.

“Since I have been using RATIONAL, the efficiency in my kitchen has increased tremendously. The enjoyment factor 
for my customers has grown with it.”



All round satisfied guests with no 
stress, chaos or cost pressure.  
Which chef would not want that? The 
customer wants tasty, high-quality 
food full of variety that delights the 
palate as well as the eyes. Good food 
that people are happy to recommend 
and which will encourage them to 
return. For the customer it is about 
enjoyment and pleasure, however, 
in economic terms it is all about 
efficency. How do we bring it all 
together?

Our business objective
We offer maximum possible benefits to people who 
prepare hot food in large-scale and commercial kitchens.

With the RATIONAL SelfCookingCenter® whitefficiency® it is it is quite simple, 
you cook all the food faster, with much more aromatic results and always 
to perfection. The results are also significantly better in terms of use of raw 
materials, working time, power and water consumption, even looking at the 
balance sheet becomes a pleasure.

“We call this efficiency for pleasure or, in other words, whitefficiency®.”
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SelfCookingCenter® whitefficiency®



So powerful. So many benefits!
The SelfCookingCenter® whitefficiency® is your reliable partner in the kitchen. At the preproduction stage or at the time of 
serving, with the SelfCookingCenter® whitefficiency® you will meet all your daily challenges calmly and serenely. You will 
be able to carry out 95 % of all conventional cooking applications in a single unit. Baking, roasting, grilling, steaming, 
blanching, poaching and much more. The SelfCookingCenter® whitefficiency® shines through it all with an impressive 
performance balance. It is the efficiency with which it converts this performance into benefits that really convinces. All this 
is possible through the unique cooking expertise that underlies every function. The result is whitefficiency®. Concentrated 
benefits through guaranteed top quality for the widest range of applications and lowest consumption figures – all achieved 
with clever functions.

Up to 30 % greater performance with guaranteed food quality and 
minimal consumption of resources compared to previous model.

CareControl

The intelligent cleaning and care system automatically 
ensures hygienic cleanliness and allows your investment 
to retain its value in the long term. It uses only the amount 
of energy, water and chemicals that are actually needed 
for the level of soiling. There is no need for descaling at 
all. You save time and money. 

SelfCookingControl®

SelfCookingControl® uses sensors to detect the size of the food and 
the load size. The cooking process is constantly monitored and 
automatically and sensitively adjusted to suit the food being 
cooked. There are no more routine tasks such as turning or  
adjusting. 

Efficient LevelControl®

Efficient LevelControl® – the tool that optimises food 
production during mise en place and, most of all, for à 
la carte cooking. The strengths of ELC® set whole new 
standards here where the need is for effective mixed 
loads, flexibility and speed of response. Rather than 
resorting to grill plate, oven or pan, you can use each rack 
individually for production, increase flexibility through 
the use of clever mixed loads and ultimately save both 
time and energy.

HiDensityControl®

The patented HiDensityControl® underlies the efficiency of the 
SelfCookingCenter® whitefficiency®. It promises the very highest food quality,  
in small batches of course, but in very large quantities as well. This demands a 
uniform and intensive distribution of heat, air and humidity within the cooking cabinet. 
The unrivalled champion in this field is SelfCookingCenter® whitefficiency®.



SelfCookingControl® means variety. 
Eliminates routine tasks.
Unleashes creativity.

SelfCookingControl®06
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Whether you have 30 trout or 30 kg roasts, 80 escalopes, 45 steaks or 10 trays 
of German “bee sting” cake. Whatever it is, it will be a roaring success and ready 
very quickly. The most noticable change will be the lack of stress and chaos in the 
kitchen.

Because operation is also totally simple. You specify your desired result, such 
as the browning and succulence of the product, and SelfCookingControl® does 
the rest. Everything is always cooked to perfection. You are then free of the 
routine tasks such as checking, turning and adjusting, you can concentrate on the 
essentials: meticulously creating sophisticated dishes, ensuring great flavour and, 
not least, making sure your guests are happy.

While the cooking is in progress, SelfCookingControl® keeps you constantly up to 
speed. You are always informed of the progress You are always informed of the 
progress, remaining cooking time and are able to precisely coordinate workflow 
timings for the à la carte menu. With SelfCookingControl® you can simply cook 
different joint sizes or fish fillets and whole fish at the same time. Once the 
smallest joint is ready, the SelfCookingCenter® whitefficiency® signals that it is 
time to take it out. The next largest joints will then be cooked exactly to your 
desired results.

Just imagine. You come into your kitchen in the morning and the roasts are all 
done. That is no problem with the SelfCookingCenter® whitefficiency®. Overnight 
cooking is an option with lots of potential. You save time and capacity.Roasting 
and carving losses are drastically reduced. All types of large roasts work well 
and the quality is incomparable. The secret behind all this is the special maturing 
process that makes the meat particularly tender and succulent, from the first slice 
to the very last. 

With the SelfCookingCenter® 
whitefficiency® you have everything 
under control at the preproduction 
stage. You can prepare top quality 
roasts, pan fries and grilled products, 
side dishes, desserts and baked goods 
with no checking required.



“The RATIONAL 
SelfCookingCenter®, always 
gives me one more chef in the 
kitchen.”
Alex Atalla, Chef, Restaurant 
D.O.M, Sao Paulo, Brazil

The built-in worldwide cooking experience  
guarantees the desired results.

> So easy to use, even for temporary staff
> Does away with time-consuming routine tasks
> Automatically uses 100 % of what is technically available
>  Use of raw materials reduced by up to 10 % by optimised cooking processes 

compared to previous model
> The best cooking results, repeatable at any time

®
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Efficient LevelControl®

Efficiency revolutionises 
the à la carte operation.

Rush hour on the à la carte side. A 
sporting challenge that you can now 
meet better than ever before with  
Efficient LevelControl®.

“With the new RATIONAL unit we 
have made a great leap forward on 
the à la carte side. Our customers 
are full of praise for the great food 
quality. We can now serve 30 % 
more meals per hour. With the same 
number of staff.” 
Harald Keßler, owner, Gasthaus zum 
Luitpold, Fuchstal/Leeder, Germany

The SelfCookingCenter® whitefficiency® provides you with a multifunctional frying 
and grilling station that replaces a whole range of individual grilling and frying 
pans. They can even be arranged vertically, not just horizontally. With automatic 
monitoring for each individual rack they do not demand your constant attention. 
No more stress, chaos or the extra effort of constant turning and adjusting. 
With it comes the certainty of bringing pan fries or grilled food to the plate à la 
minute, just how your guests expect them: tender and succulent inside, beautifully 
browned on the outside. It makes no difference how often you load the unit and 
how often or how long the door is open because Efficient LevelControl® corrects 
the cooking time, keeping it consistent and under control.

Varied mixed loads; ELC® knows how.

> Saves energy compared to individual appliances
> Consistently high quality
> Intelligent adjustment of the cooking time to the load size, and
 the number of times the door is opened, and for how long
> Less stress and chaos
> Displays which foods can be cooked together
> Replaces numerous special appliances

®
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Prawns Chops Steak

Pizza Vegetables Escalopes

Chops

Escalopes

Prawns

Vegetables

Steak

Efficient LevelControl® tells you 
when each dish is ready. Nothing 
can overcook.

19.23 2 × rump steak
With potato wedges and borlotti 
beans, one medium rare, one well 
done for table 7, and with an extra 
portion of herb butter, please.

19.28 5 × fish
For table three: Two pike-perch on a 
bed of spinach, one tuna steak with 
baked potato, two pan-fried fish 
medley, one without eel

19.37 grilled prawns
For table 2 (regular customer, please 
be generous).

19.39 4 × pizza
Calzone, prosciutto, Grimaldi and 
one with sardines, olives, onions, 
capers and artichokes.

19.42 2 × caramelised fruit parfait 
with grilled fruit
Dessert for table 7, one highly 
caramelised, one not too dark 
please, with calvados parfait.
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Finishing®

Ordered. Served. 
Finishing® in the à la carte business.
“Cooking is fun. You can see and taste 
this with every plate.”

Preproduction with ELC® Arranging the cold food

“Finishing® in the à la carte business 
is the key to top food quality and 
unbeatable flexibility. Simply 
brilliant!” 
Samuele Oliva, Executive Chef,  
Terraco Italia, Sao Paulo, Brazil

In the à la carte business, the food needs to reach the table quickly. The 
quality also needs to be great and the price competitive. Finishing® in the 
SelfCookingCenter® whitefficiency® resolves this apparent contradiction. Even 
demanding dishes are prepared lovingly and efficiently and are cooked to 
perfection within just a few minutes of the order being placed.

This is possible because the food on your set menu, prepared at leisure in the 
SelfCookingCenter® whitefficiency®, is chilled and ready. When the order comes 
in it is arranged on the plate and brought up to serving temperature by brief 
Finishing®. Of course, you could also prepare pan fries à la minute in parallel and 
arrange them with the side dishes brought up to temperature in Finishing®. Before 
serving, the sauce is added, the plate garnished and the food, which has been 
finished to perfection, is all ready and fresh on hot plates to be placed before the 
customer.



You can even use the benefits of  
Finishing® for your room service. Simply 
arrange and then chill room service 
plates, and keep them ready. This will 
allow you to offer your guests a freshly 
prepared, high quality range of dishes 
in their rooms around the clock with no 
additional personnel costs.

24-hour room service 
with no additional staff.

Arranging for service

Efficient LevelControl® monitors each individual rack and always guarantees 
perfect timing. At the end of the day, no more than 8 minutes should elapse from 
arranging to service – to ensure that food is prepared exactly to perfection. It is 
this sort of quality that will inspire your guests.

Individual rack monitoring
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Green_beans

Potatoes
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Finishing®

Finishing® plated banquet



Finishing®  
for banquets or buffets.

For further information about our Finishing® special accessories, please request a copy of our unit and accessory catalogue.

You can easily expand your business 
to include attractive events without 
affecting your à la carte workflow in 
any way. Running the two efficiently 
in parallel is simply a matter of 
separating production and serving 
from the organisational viewpoint.

Finishing® buffet service

Finishing® – the efficient way to prepare food.

> Less stress and chaos
> Flexible timing of service without keeping food hot
> Top food quality
>  Banqueting and à la carte operations in parallel with no delays
>  One or more thousand meals in just a few minutes

That is no problem with the SelfCookingCenter® whitefficiency®. You prepare 
all the planned dishes in peace and quiet in advance of the event. As they are 
quickly chilled, there is absolutely no loss of quality, even over several days. For 
plate service, you carefully arrange the plates for the number of expected guests 
and keep them chilled in the special mobile plate racks. You then use Finishing® 
to bring the plates up to serving temperature, starting just before the banquet 
opens, without stress or the need for additional personnel. This is true regardless 
of whether you have a few dozen or thousands of plates. Giving you the necessary 
flexibility to take typical banqueting delays in your stride. 

Buffets are just as straightforward to run and the quality is exemplary. Mise en 
place ideally takes the form of mixed loads with Efficient LevelControl®. This 
will increase your efficiency, and ELC® monitors the quality of each rack. The 
prepared dishes which are arranged cold in containers are simply brought up to 
serving temperature using the Finishing® function in your SelfCookingCenter® 
whitefficiency® unit. You no longer have to keep food warm as further containers 
can be quickly brought to the serving point as required. This means that the food 
is always hot, freshly cooked and top quality.

“With Finishing® in the SelfCookingCenter®, we can now produce food whenever 
we have the time to do it. Either on the same day or even the day before. The 
food is then chilled and brought up to temperature shortly before serving, so it 
can be quickly taken to the tables. It is simply perfect!”
Luka Jezersek, owner, Restaurant DVOR JEZERŠEK–Brnik, Slovenia

®
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SelfCookingCenter® whitefficiency® 

Breakfast and brunch
in no time at all.



15:00m:s

00:30

09:58
19.07.11

biscuits

light

short

dark

long

“With the SelfCookingCenter®, we 
have managed to fill a hot breakfast 
buffet within 10 minutes.”
Thomas Angerer, BMW Event  
Catering, Munich, Germany

The aroma of fresh rolls and croissants 
straight from the oven. Crispy bacon, 
tasty sausages and fluffy scrambled 
egg – is there a nicer way to start the 
day?

Surprise your guests with inspiring variety, even at the breakfast buffet. The 
SelfCookingCenter® whitefficiency® allows you to prepare a wide variety of 
different baked goods and buffet products in rolling mixed loads. This is done 
using Efficient LevelControl® to monitor the racks. The individual dishes can be 
prepared to replenish the table in just a few minutes. The buffet is thus always 
fresh and of the highest quality.

Production can start any time of day with RATIONAL accessories that were 
developed specifically for this purpose. For example, you can prepare 80 fried 
eggs in just 90 seconds with the RATIONAL Multibaker. The TriLax®-coated 
roasting and baking trays guarantee crisp browning for bacon and sausages, not 
to mention soft bakery products, Nothing sticks and the trays are ready for use 
once more at lightning speed after effortless cleaning. 
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CareControl

CareControl is the great feeling, when your work is done, of being able to turn 
your back on the unit, safe in the knowledge that it will look as good as new in the 
morning. And also the good feeling that this convenience is not bought at the ex-
pense of waste. There is also the certainty that every cleaning process both cares 
and retains the value and still costs much less than manual cleaning by a kitchen 
assistant.

The clever approach 
to scale, soiling  
and spending. 



00:11

1 x 4 x

09:58
19.07.11

medium

remove grids/
containers

CareControl only uses the amount 
of energy, water and chemicals 
for cleaning that it actually needs 
and still gives all components as 
much care as possible.

The unit determines the cleaning and care required from the type and intensity 
of the cooking tasks carried out, and suggests a suitable automatic cleaning 
program with precisely metered quantity of cleaner and descaler. The benefits are 
obvious: The benefits are obvious, sparkling freshness, hygienic cleanliness, and 
reliable functionality combined with minimal strain on either the environment or 
your budget.

Care and cleanliness at minimum costs.

> Automatic cleaning overnight
> Reduced consumption of chemicals, water and energy
> Limescale free, even without a water softener
>  Minimised costs
>  Optimum health protection by avoiding liquid cleaners

“We save at least £ 780 per year simply because we no longer need to use 
a water softener. We were also able to reduce our ongoing costs of cleaning 
chemicals, water and energy by over 40 %.” 
Alan Bird, Group Executive Chef  
Caprice Holdings, London, UK

®
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Cost-effectiveness

A direct comparison shows just how 
highly concentrated the benefits of 
the SelfCookingCenter® whitefficiency® 
really are. 

On a footprint of just 1m squared, it replaces or cuts the workload of 40-50 % of 
all conventional cooking appliances and thus reduces the space required by more 
than 30 %. It is not simply much lighter in terms of the financial investment, but 
also with respect to the space it takes up, and thus in the ongoing property related 
operating costs.

The SelfCookingCenter® whitefficiency® will pay for itself in the shortest time. 
Do the sums for yourself.

Plain facts and figures, 
clear profits!

Make money right from day 1!

> Up to 30 % shorter production time thanks to rolling load
>  Requires up to 70 % less energy compared to  traditional kitchen without a 

combi-steamer and 20 % less on average compared to previous model.
>  Up to 30 % less space required compared to  traditional kitchen without a 

combi-steamer
> Much shorter working time
> Extremely short pay-back time
>  The profit exceeds the finance costs right from the very start

®



Average restaurant serving 200 meals per day with two SelfCookingCenter® whitefficiency® 101 units

Your profit Amount budgeted per month
Your extra earn-

ings per month
Do the calculation 

for yourself

Meat/fish/poultry
Purchases of raw materials reduced by 

10 % on average by precise regulation 

and cooking processes ideally 

matched to the product thanks to 

SelfCookingControl®*.

Product input with conventional 

Combi-Steamers £ 5,760

Product input with 

SelfCookingCenter® whitefficiency® 

£ 5,184

= £ 576

Energy
The unique cooking performance, ELC® 

and latest control technology consume 

20 % less energy on average than 

conventional combi-steamers*.

Consumption with conventional 

Combi-Steamers 3,628 kWh x  

£ 0.20 per kWh 

Consumption with 

SelfCookingCenter® whitefficiency® 

2,902.4 kWh x £ 0.20 per kWh

= £ 145

Working time
Efficient LevelControl® shortens the 

production time by up to 30 % thanks 

to rolling load. No more routine tasks. 

Automatic cleaning and care.

30 hours fewer x £ 12 = £ 360

Water softening/descaling
These costs are eliminated entirely with 

CareControl.

Conventional product input £ 56 

Product input with 

SelfCookingCenter® whitefficiency® 

£ 0

= £ 56

Your extra earnings per month = £ 1,137

Your extra earnings per year = £ 13,644

*compared to previous model
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Accessories

Tough cookies! Accessories  
for extreme conditions.
It is only by using original RATIONAL accessories that you will be able to make unrestricted use of all the features of your 
SelfCookingCenter® whitefficiency®. This is the only way to succeed with special applications such as preparing pre-fried 
products, grilling grilled chicken, duck and cooking whole lambs or suckling pigs. Even escalopes and steaks can be 
prepared without time-consuming turning. Original RATIONAL accessories are specially matched to your RATIONAL unit. 
They are extremely rugged and thus ideal for daily hard use in the professional kitchen.

RATIONAL grill and pizza tray



For further information, please request a copy of our unit and accessory catalogue or visit us on the Internet at  
www.rational-uk.com.

> RATIONAL grill and pizza tray
  The pizza tray with its high thermal conductivity allows you to prepare 

all types of pizza, flatbread and tarte flambée with optimum quality. And 
When you turn over the tray, the result is vegetables, steaks or fish with the 
perfect grill pattern.

> RATIONAL CombiGrill® grid
  The CombiGrill® grid also gives you a perfect grilling pattern on pan fried 

food, fish and vegetables. The CombiGrill® grid is extremely robust and 
will last a very long time. The 3-layer TriLax® coating aids browning and is 
resistant to heat and alkalis.

> RATIONAL Roasting and baking trays
  The aluminium baking trays from RATIONAL have perfect non-stick 

properties. They are also extremely rugged and will last for a very long 
time. Rolls, Danish pastries, pan fries and breaded dishes are beautifully 
browned and particularly crispy.

> Multibaker
  The multibaker is suitable for preparing large quantities of fried eggs, ome-

lettes, rösti and tortillas. The special Teflon coating prevents the food from 
sticking.

Patent



> Advice and design
  We will be happy to advise you on solutions to the particular challenges of your 

kitchen. We will also provide free design suggestions for your new or converted 
kitchen. 

> Unit trials
  Simply contact our office to discuss trying out the RATIONAL 

SelfCookingCenter® whitefficiency® for yourself. Just give us a call! 

> Installation
  The SelfCookingCenter® whitefficiency® is simple to install. We also offer 

extensive installation solutions for all structural conditions. Our comprehensive 
network of RATIONAL SERvICE PARTNERS will provide rapid, expert 
installation. 

> Free instruction
  One of our experienced RATIONAL master chefs can provide one-to-one 

instruction if required.  

> Academy RATIONAL
Make the most of seminar programmes specially tailored to your 
needs, where you will become a SelfCookingCenter® professional 
under the instruction of experienced RATIONAL master chefs. 

> Chef✆Line®

  Friendly help from one chef to another. If you have any application questions, 
you can call upon the experience of our RATIONAL master chefs 365 days a 
year. They will talk to you and quickly provide uncomplicated but technical 
advice and the tried and tested tips that you need. 

> ClubRATIONAL
  Keep up-to-date, visit the industry’s unique knowledge and communication 

portal with lots of exciting and useful services, and share your first-hand 
knowledge and experience with other colleagues. With free update service for 
your SelfCookingCenter® whitefficiency®. 

> RATIONAL SERVICE-PARTNER
  Never far away, always there for you. The comprehensive network of qualified 

and committed RATIONAL SERvICE-PARTNERS offers you reliable and rapid 
help on all technical problems, including guaranteed delivery of spare parts, 
technical hotline and emergency coverage at weekends.  

> Return and  recycling
  The end is not really an end. Right at the start we mentioned how 

whitefficiency® incorporates all aspects of resource efficiency, including the 
high-level recyclability of our old units which we will collect from you free of 
charge and feed back into our resource cycle. That does not mean the end of 
them; not least because the majority of our customers only part with their old 
units after many years in order to buy new ones.

2 years 

warranty
RATIONAL – always there 
for you.
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Service



The proof of the pudding is  
in the eating.

For further information, please request a copy of our customer focus technical descriptions for the catering industry, corporate 
catering or bakers, butchers and fast food and our unit and accessory catalogues, or visit us on the Internet at www.rational-uk.com.

Your trial run with the SelfCookingCenter® whitefficiency®:  
RATIONAL CookingLive

Experience the power of our SelfCookingCenter® whitefficiency® units 
for yourself. Just give it a try. Why not attend one of our free events in a 
location near you and cook together with our master chefs? 

Experience shows that there is a lot of demand for these seminars, so we 
recommend that you register early.
Contact us for a list of dates. Tel. 00 44 (0) 1582 480388 or  
www.rational-uk.com.



RATIONAL Großküchentechnik GmbH
86899 Landsberg a. Lech/Germany
tel. +49 (0)8191.327387
e-mail info@rational-online.de
�.rational-online.de

FRIMA RATIONAL France S.A.S.
F-68271 WITTENHEIM Cedex
tel. +33 3 89 57 05 55
e-mail info@rational-france.fr
�.rational-france.fr

RATIONAL Italia S.r.l.
30174 Mestre (VE)/ITALY
tel. +39 041 5951909 
e-mail info@rational-online.it
�.rational-online.it

RATIONAL Schweiz AG 
9435 Heerbrugg/SWITZERLAND
tel. +41 71 727 9092
e-mail info@rational-online.ch
�.rational-online.ch

RATIONAL UK
Luton, Bedfordshire, LU4 8EF
United Kingdom 
tel. 00 44 (0) 1582 480388
e-mail info@rational-online.co.uk
�.rational-online.co.uk

RATIONAL AUSTRIA GmbH 
5020 Salzburg/AUSTRIA 
tel. +43 (0)662.832799
e-mail info@rational-online.at
�.rational-online.at

RATIONAL Ibérica Cooking Systems S.L.
08940 Cornellá (Barcelona)/SPAIN
tel.  +34 93 4751750
e-mail info@rational-online.es
�.rational-online.es

RATIONAL Nederland
Grootkeukentechniek BV
7609 RD Almelo/THE NETHERLANDS
tel. +31 546 546000
e-mail info@rational.nl
�.rational.nl

RATIONAL Scandinavia AB
212 39 Malmö/SWEDEN  
tel. +46 (0)40-680 85 00
e-mail info@rational-online.se 
�.rational-online.se

РАЦИОНАЛЬ в России и СНГ
Проспект Андропова 18, стр. 6
115432, г. Москва
Тел.: +7 495 640 63 38
Эл. почта: info@rational-online.ru
�.rational-online.ru

RATIONAL Belgium nv
2800 Mechelen/Belgium
tel. +32 15 285500
e-mail info@rational.be
�.rational.be

RATIONAL Sp. z o.o.
02-690 Warszawa/POLAND
tel. +48 22 864 93 26 
e-mail info@rational-online.pl
�.rational-online.pl

RATIONAL Slovenija SLORATIONAL d.o.o.
2380 Slovenj Gradec / Slovenija
tel. +386 (0)2 8821900
e-mail info@slorational.si
�.slorational.si

RATIONAL International AG 
Istanbul Irtibat burosu
34196 Istanbul/Turkiye
tel. +90 212 603 6767
e-mail info@rational-international.com
�.rational-international.com

RATIONAL International AG
Heinrich-Wild-Straße 202
CH-9435 Heerbrugg
tel. +41 71 727 9090
fax: +41 71 727 9080
e-mail info@rational-international.com
�.rational-online.com

RATIONAL AG
Iglinger Straße 62
86899 Landsberg a. Lech
tel. +49 8191 3270
fax +49 8191 21735
e-mail info@rational-ag.com
�.rational-online.com

RATIONAL Canada
Mississauga, Ontario L5N 6S2
toll free 1-877-RATIONAL (728-4662)
e-mail info@rational-online.ca
�.rational-online.ca

RATIONAL BRASIL 
São Paulo, SP
CEP: 04531-080
tel. +55 (11) 3071-0018
e-mail info@rational-online.com.br
�.rational-online.com.br

RATIONAL USA 
Schaumburg, IL 60173
toll free 888-320-7274
e-mail info@rational-online.us
�.rational-online.us

RATIONAL México
11570 - Col. Chapultepec Morales
tel. +52 (55) 5292-7538
e-mail info@rational-online.mx
�.rational-online.mx

tel. (03) 3812 -6222
 info@rational-online.jp

 �.rational-online.jp

RATIONAL India
Gurgaon, 122002
Haryana, India 
phone +91 124 463 58 65
e-mail info@rational-online.in
�.rational-online.in

RATIONAL 

+86 21 64737473
shanghai.office@rational-online.com

�.rational-china.cn

RATIONAL NZ Ltd
Auckland, 1643
tel. +64 (9) 633 0900
e-mail sales@rationalnz.co.nz
�.rationalnz.co.nz

RATIONAL Korea 

e-mail info@rationalkorea.co.kr
�.rationalkorea.co.kr

RATIONAL International Middle East
Citadel Tower, Dubai, UAE
phone +971 4 431 8835
e-mail info@rational-online.ae
�.rational-online.ae

RATIONAL AUSTRALIA PTY LTD
Derrimut, VIC 3030
tel. +61 (0) 3 8369 4600
e-mail info@rationalaustralia.com.au
�.rationalaustralia.com.au

Europe

America

Asia/Pacific
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